In the mobile radio industry, planning is a fundamental step for the deployment and commissioning of a Telecom network. The proposed models are based on the technology and the focussed architecture. In this context, we introduce a comprehensive single-lens model for a fourth generation mobile network, Long Term Evolution Advanced Network (4G/LTE-A) technology which includes three sub assignments: cells in the core network. In the resolution, we propose an adaptation of the Genetic Evolutionary Algorithm for a global resolution. This is a combinatorial optimization problem that is considered as difficult. The use of this adaptive method does not necessarily lead to optimal solutions with the aim of reducing the convergence time towards a feasible solution.
Network planning based on the LTE will require new approaches taking into account the VoLTE (Voice over LTE) which enables to route the packet-switched telephony on IP in LTE network [10] . In this context, it should be developed new planning models that allow optimal deployment by reducing the link costs and costs of rotations due to the high mobility of users to facilitate a good transmission of data packets according to quality mechanisms of differentiated service between the core network of the Advanced 4G LTE network all IP and the mobile terminal.
There are four types of potential deployment architectures of the LTE-A technology core network (EPC) [8] (see Table 1 ).
The rest of the document is organized according to the following plan. We will first consider the different planning models in literature, and then the problem description followed of modelling and the implementation of the model. The presentations computational results will be analyzed. Finally, the conclusion and the presentation of the prospects for further work will conclude this document.
Related Work
The mobile network planning is the subject of intense research activity because of the expansion of technological standards.
In the literature, there are several planning models. They usually depend on three factors: technology, network architecture and finally the approach to solve the planning model in question.
For the first generation (1G), second-generation (2G) and third generation (3G) networks, a series of research conducted aimed in most cases to reduce equipment costs under the constraint of quality of service provided. The models are often subdivided into three problems in order to reduce the complexity.
-The sub-problem of cell planning [15] - [19] .
-The sub-problem of access network planning [21] - [23] .
-The sub-problem of core network planning [24] [25] .
However, some researchers have proposed comprehensive planning models in order to mathematically formalize the entire network by integrating all the problems raised under a unique model and fully resolved [26] .
Although researches on the design and 5G tests in laboratories are expanding when the first deployments of this technology are planned by 2020 [27] - [32] , it seems useful to clarify that it still is not officially defined in 2016. Not with standing researches on enhancing the deployment policy of the fourth generation networks (4G/LTE-A), which aims are to ensure high quality services, are ongoing.
The Long Term Evolution Advanced Technology is relatively new with a new engineering (provision of all services by the IP route or packet switching), many different approaches to planning LTE network are available in the literature Most planning models proposed deal largely with Access Network (E-UTRAN).
e.g. Zuozhou Li and Li Shudong, in [33] propose a model based primarily on the position of the base stations (eNode B) and their power allocation. For the allocation of the power base stations, they use the theory of cooperative games and Simulations demonstrate that it is convergence and improve the performance due to the update of power and interference price per iterate.
Kurt Majewski and Michael Koonert, in [34] maintains that planning an LTE network depends on the load calculation of a cell load and its capacity by the formula of Shannon -Hartley on the Uu air interface access network. To recall, the Shannon-Hartley theorem states the maximum speed at which information can be transmitted over a noisy communication channel. On the other hand, J. Gu. et al. in [35] propose a planning approach based on traffic using an iterative process of radio parameters such as transmission power and bandwidth of the system, and optimization settings as the inclination of the eNode B down and the distance between the selected locations sites.
In the same vein, Li et al. [36] propose sizing models based on bandwidth on the S1-U interface considering the amount of traffic generated and the number of users in a cell. The main objective is to minimize the cost of the network, while maintaining a certain level of quality of different services.
As for Jailani et al. [37] they realize a research study in Malaysia to collect data using the tool NPO (Network Performance Tool); In particular, they used meters and traffic indicators to conduct their study. The document provides an approach for sizing the LTE traffic on the basis of voice traffic during periods of high density to evaluate network performance. Unfortunately, the presented approach only deals with the voice traffic and other parameters such signalling, video or other applications are not considered.
In order to overcome the shortcomings in the models [35] - [37] mentioned above, Dababneh D. et al. [38] propose a planning model that can generate traffic profiles taking into account aspects such as realistic signalling in the control plane and bandwidth.
All previously listed planning models are for the radio access network including the traffic realized. However, some authors as S. Germine [39] proposes a hybrid model of planning an LTE network made of a UMTS third generation network (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System). This maxim model using the UMTS equipment in place while minimizing the costs associated with the addition of those constituting the 4G network. Though it is truly a major development in terms of technology, it does not offer the advantage of IP packet or channel switching telephony due to the presence in the model of the heart of the UMTS network offering the circuit switched voice On the other hand Eunice A. et al. in [40] design a multi-objective model of global planning cells in core network of mobile networks fourth generation, but it is suitable for WiMax technology.
Also Xueyi L. et al. In [41] propose a multi-objective model adapted to a heterogeneous network of fourth generation 4G for planning base stations and fixed with an evolutionary algorithm of maximizing coverage and capacity base stations while minimizing costs links constituting the addition of base stations.
Pasandideh, MR and Marc St-Hilaire in [42] had the idea to put a new model of network planning wholly IP with a realistic traffic but it is only compatible with a third technology networks generation, namely UMTS.
Finally, Dababneh et al. [43] have recently proposed another automatic planning model of the core network (EPC) of an LTE network by minimizing a cost function composed of links of costs and interfaces and installation costs of the MME, SGW, PGW HSS and PCRF solved with CPLEX optimization.
Analysis of the work presented in the literature As we have seen, there are various models developed to assist the planner in his decision making and minimize network costs. However, most of the models for 4G/LTE-A are not complete, they are treated separately by optimizing part of the network at the expense of others ignoring the interactions between the different parts of the network or whether they relate to another technology other than the Long Term Evolution Advanced.
In the current context where the deployment of this technology is underway in most countries around the world; And if we offered a comprehensive planning model that integrates all the parts of the problem since the cells in the heart network connections minimizing costs and operations due to handover to enable mobile operators to offer all the services there including voice packet switch?
In the following section, we will define the problem and the mathematical model.
Problem Definition

Analysis of the Problem
It is obvious that the deployment of the technology Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) requires a thorough study on the assessment of network performance (wide coverage, high speed, mobility management at high speed ...). These studies will allow better sizing operators of the network so that the constraints on the quality of service are met. This is most important with the convergence to an IP network while where all services are offered via a single support IP-based switching.
In this paper, we propose a comprehensive framework for planning a network 4G/LTE-A, otherwise, a planning cell in the heart network through the access network. It takes into account the principles of managing the mobility of users established in the specifications of technology Long Term Advanced. This model although complex to the advantage of offering a complete solution and has the advantage of preserving the interactions between different parts of the network. In the resolution, we will use the genetic evolutionary algorithm.
The Network Architecture
The 4G LTE-Advanced network is a flat network all IP. The geographical area is divided into small area called hexagonal cells, the centre of which is the eNode B which may be interconnected via the X 2 interface, themselves connected to the SGW in the user plan (through the S 1-U interface) and the control plan MME to the S 1 -MME interface. The SGW are connected to the MME in the control plan by the S 11 interface and PGW user plan by the S 5 interface. The PGW are connected to other external networks by SGi interface (Figure 2) .
In this article, we propose a comprehensive planning model of LTE Advanced network architecture based on a "centralized control, distributed bearer" [8] fully resolved by considering three assignments in the user plane.
The functional entity centralized control of MME is responsible for: -To treat signalling exchange between the handheld and the EPC; -To establish a user session and select the SGW and PGW entities that will be used to implement the data transport channel during a query.
Thus we abstract equipment HSS and PCRF (Figure 1 ) for the following reason. This equipment though in the core network is located at a higher level and is entities of the control plane. Indeed, entities: eNode B, MME, SGW and PGW can communicate directly with each other without having to make round trips with top-level equipment. Moreover, they are not involved in the data transfer plan.
The Planning Problem
The problem of an Advanced LTE mobile network planning is a complex issue. However to make it affordable, it can be divided into three sub problems compared to three levels in the architecture of the network 4G/LTE-A of Figure 2 : Cell planning, radio access network planning and core network planning.
-Cells planning is to interconnect the eNode B together with the X 2 interface (optional). This sub problem is to minimize the total cost of the network by minimizing the costs of connection and costs associated with handoff operations;
-Planning the access network is to assign the eNode B to SGW through the S 1-U interface in the data plan. This sub problem is to get a better latency (optimizing link costs between these two entities and reduce the costs of complex operations of handoff following a change of SGW); -Core network planning is to interconnect the SGW to PGW through the S 5 interface in the user plan (data plan). The objective of this sub-problem is protocol to reduce costs of network to enable reliable transmission of data packet transport IP over the whole network. 
Formulation of the Mathematics Model
Assumptions
To model our problem, the following assumptions about the network architecture must be considered:
The network consists of n eNode B installed in each one of the network cells, s SGW and pPGW which are respectively identified by the indices 1 to 3 so that: -
 the set of PGW. -To each eNode B in the center of a cell is connected to a single SGW and can be interconnected with other eNode B in cells; -Each is connected to a SGW and PGW one; -Each SGW and PGW to a well determined capacity; -The position of the eNode B, SGW and PGW are known; -The total capacity of the links connected to an entity (SGW and PGW)cannot exceed the capacity of this entity (bit per second). Finally, the problem of global planning is divided into three sub problems: The interconnection of the eNode B among them, the assignment of the eNode B to PGW, and SGW assignment to PGW.
Mathematical Model
Consider the constant parameters: 
1 if the eNode B is connected to SGW 0 otherwise
1 if the entity SGW is connected to the entity PGW 0 otherwise ;
So that: 12 12 ;
; ,
if the eNode B and are both connected to only a single and same SGW among the SGW
The total cost of the objective function F is the sum of total depreciation costs of connections and reduced costs per unit time of the handoff operations throughout the network defined below: 
Then it will minimize the cost function F defined in (3) under the following constraints:  The constraints on the uniqueness of the assignments: -Each SGW is interconnected to one and a single other eNode B 
 The Constraint on the ability of PGW: The amount of data coming from j SGW does not exceed the capacity of the p PGW. 23 23 3 ;
 Nonlinear constraints Relation (1) is nonlinear. Therefore, the problem cannot be solved with traditional methods of linear programming. Thus Merchant and Senguptain [44] [45] proposed a set of equivalent stresses. So relation (1) is equivalent to: 12 12 ; and , ;
; and , ; 
23 23 3 ;
12 ; and , ;
12 12 ; and , ; The first three terms respectively represent, the total cost allocations between the eNode B in the cells, the total cost of the eNode B and SGW assignments in the access network and the total cost of the SGW and PGW assignments in the core network. The fourth and fifth terms respectively represent the reduced cost per unit of time of complex handoff without involvement of the SGW in the cells, and the reduced cost per unit of time of complex handoff with a change of SGW in the access network.
(4), (5) and (6) represent the constraints linked to the assignments uniqueness and we only successively have an eNode B that can only be interconnected to one and only one other eNode B in the cells, each eNode B should be assigned to one and only one SGW finally in the core network each SGW must be assigned to one and only one PGW. (7) and (8) impose the constraint on the capacity of PGW and SGW.
Finally constraints (9), (10), (11) and (12) are linearized to be equivalent to (1) to reduce the problem to an integer programming [44] [45] .
Despite the transmutations carried out, the problem of allocation in an LTE-A network is still quite complex to solve. In the following section, we study the complexity of the model established in (3) to show that it is more convenient to use a heuristic to solve our model to obtain a feasible solution close to the optimum in a reasonable computation time.
Complexity Study of the Planning Model
The study of the complexity of the mathematical model set up in (3) is influenced by the three (3) levels seen in the architecture and the numbers of equipment available (Figure 2) .
Indeed, it's about making a triple assignment, first the interconnection between eNode B in the cells, and then a sub allocation of eNode B in the sub SGW access network, and finally a sub allocation of SGW the PGW at the core network level. And by analyzing more closely the second sub assignment, with the eNode B to PGW in terms of data users plane in the access network, we notice that it is similar to the cell assignment problem to switches in work carried out for second generation mobile networks [44] [45] where the authors show the equivalence of this problem to the partitioning of graphs. Thus by analogy, each cell served by an eNode B will be considered a vertex of the graph. Transaction costs of handovers due to mobility of users between each pair of nodes represent, in this case, an arc connecting two vertexes of the graph. In fact, this assignment problem in this context belongs to the class of NP-hard problems that are well known in operational research: the transport problem or concentrator's location [46] [47] and the partitioning of graphs [48] [49] . Their resolution by an enumerative method usually leads to an exponential growth of the execution time. We must exclude the use of an exact method.
In our case, we have in the first eNode B n sub assignment that we want to connect at the cell level, which will require an algorithm with exhaustive enumeration of combination analysis to solve part of the problem. Then we must also affect the eNode B n to SGW s in the sub access network, which will also focus on examining s n combinations, finally the assignment of s SGW top PGW at the core network level will also focus on examining another p s combinations. With this computing time which raises exponentially, we would not be able to find a solution in a reasonable time. On this basis, we concluded that we are faced with a hard-NP problem. Therefore, we search rather close to the optimum solution by developing heuristics or metaheuristics for its practical problem solving in a reasonable computing time.
Among the known heuristics, we have chosen the genetic algorithm approach presented in the next section.
Approach of Resolution by Genetic Algorithm
The genetic algorithm belongs to the class of evolutionary algorithms developed separately and almost simultaneously, by different scientists: -The evolutionary programming (L. Fogel 1966) [50] ; -Strategies of evolution (J. Rechenberg 1973) [51] ; -Genetic algorithms (J. Holland 1975) [52] . The objective is to obtain a feasible solution to an optimization problem when it cannot be solved with an exact method in a reasonable time. From 1990, these three fields have been grouped under the Anglo-Saxon term of Evolutionary Computation.
In our article, we treat genetic algorithms based on Neo-Darwinism that is the union of the theory of evolution and modern genetics. They are built on different techniques derived from it: crossing, mutation, selection...
Adaptation of the Genetic Algorithm Method
Genetic algorithms all follow the same principle [53] and the method used in this article is no exception. We distinguish a coding principle of the element of the population (chromosome), a creation phase of the initial population, an alteration phase of that population by genetic operators, an evaluation phase of each member of this population, selecting the best elements (based on the principle that only the best will be able to reproduce). Every generation is supposed to provide the most efficient components than previous generations.
Intuitively, a large population with a large number of generations must be able to lead to a more refined solution hoping that the last generation will contain the right solution, however, is not necessarily the best.
Coding of Chromosome
In our adaptation, we chose to make a non-binary coding of chromosomes [54] .
Each chromosome of the population defines a feasible solution of the problem For example, for our case, assuming a network 7 eNode B, 4 SGW and PGW 3. A representation of the chromosome in Figure 3 is a constituent of the population that defines a feasible solution of the problem considered.
Each chromosome being a configuration after three sub assignments would be: -The length of the chains in the cells and the access network is equal to the number of eNode B because all eNode B should be interconnected and be assigned to the SGW. -The length of the chains at the heart network is equal to the number of SGW because all the SGW must be assigned to PGW. Thus, the length of the chromosome for our adaptation is equal to twice the number of eNode B added to the number of SGW. The reading of chromosomes is from left to right; so: -The first bit of chromosome contains the number of an eNode B to which the eNode B 1 is connected.
-The eighth bit contains the number of a SGW which the eNode B 1 is assigned in the access network.
-The fifteenth bit contains the number of a PGW which is assigned a SGW in the heart network.
This configuration represents a given topology (one assignment scheme) and respects the constraints of single assignment but not the constraint on the ability of the switches (SGW and PGW).
Formation of the Initial Population
The first member of the initial population is that obtained when the three sub assignments are made according to the metric of the smallest Euclidean distance. When an entity to allocate (eNode B respectively SGW) is equidistant from two or more other entities (eNode B respectively PGW), is assigned to the first in the order specified by the problem. This first chromosome is created deterministically. The other elements (chromosomes) of the population are randomly created respecting the principle of non-duplication (each chromosome is unique). This principle ensures heterogeneity of the population, thus good coverage of space to explore.
The population size is fixed and must be inferior or equal to all possible assignments to maintain the principle of unduplicated population. Therefore, they must verify the feasibility of each solution, that is to say, the constraint on the ability of the switches. Indeed, in every generation, the population must be made feasible solution after application of genetic operators so that the latest generation of the best contains chromosomes than those of previous generations.
Crossing Operator
The operation is to create two new solutions (children) exchanging one or more genes of two existing solutions (Parents).
To do so, we randomly generate an integer in each of the intervals: -[1, number of eNode B], at the cell level and the access network.
-[1, number of SGW], in the core network. These numbers will match the crossing position for the two selected parents' chromosomes. Each crossing new solutions are created. The new solutions will be retained if they are feasible.
Mutation Operator
Mutation is the process whereby the value of a random gene in a chromosome is regenerated. This process occasionally occurs in a genetic algorithm. By randomly changing the value of a bit in a string, the mutation is useful to bring genetic material that would have been forgotten by operators of selection and breeding. This operator mutates, under a certain probability, elements of the population.
To do so, a mutation position is identified by randomly generating a positive integer in the following intervals: -[1, number of eNode B], at the cell level and the access network.
-[1, number of SGW], in the core network. Then, the variable corresponding to the selected position is randomly generated within the following ranges: -[Min_N˚ eNode B, max_N˚ eNode B], at the cell level.
-[Min_N˚ SGW, max_N˚ SGW], in the access network.
-[Min_N˚ PGW, PGW max_N˚], in the core network. NB: min_N˚ and max_N˚ are respectively the values that can take the various entities.
The Function to Be Optimized
A key element of the genetic algorithm is the evaluation function or fitness of the individual that is the cost of the network configuration it represents. It is on this basis rests the choice of candidates. The evaluation is to determine whether the chromosomes meet the constraint on the ability of switches and to determine which has the lowest cost while respecting the constraint of capacity switches.
The Selection Operator
The objective of the selection operator is to build a new population from the population obtained after application of the mutation and crossover. Overall, we want to calculate a probability of selection for each individual of the population is even higher than the value of his fitness is good. The percentage is calculated for each chromosome compared to the total fitness.
The simplest way to define the probability of selection is to make it directly proportional to its fitness. Let f(i) the value of the fitness of individual i (i = 1, 2...total pop). One can then define ps(i), the individual probability of selecting i, as follows:
Once the selection probabilities are calculated for all individuals in the population, it remains to be using it to build the next population.
The generation number is set initially. In every generation a new population is created. The size of the population is kept for each generation. By the same principle, starting from a population of initial solution (checking the capacity of the switches), propagation is by growing two individuals and is applied to the two individuals chosen generic operators: the crossing and mutation. Reproduction gives two children who are placed in the new population. Repeating playback until we have completed the new (the size of the population should remain constant).
Once reached, we replace the old population by the new one, and the process is repeated according to the number of generation set.
NB: In every generation, we save the best individual and at the end we chose the best.
Results
Experimentation Background
The performance of the adaptation of the genetic algorithm is based essentially on a good choice of its parameters.
In the absence of actual data, our experiment was performed by considering a number of tests generated by a Matlab program. We will make considerations as in some previous work. The cost of link between the various entities is proportional to the distance separating them, with a coefficient of proportionality equal to unity [44] [45] .
-Traffic Modelling
Traffic in a telecommunications network is the volume of information transported or processed by the network. Unlike the 3G UMTS technology in a 4G/LTE-A network, there is only one type of traffic that transport data in packet form between the EPC and the mobile terminal. And as users' behaviour is random, we consider that traffic follows a Markov chain in continuous time through a process of birth and death. As there are no mathematical laws to model accurately the behaviour of the packet-switched traffic in a 4G network, suppose that all the cells in our network are considered queues M/M/1 forming a Jackson network [55] .
Thus, the process of arrival of data packets is fish α i rate and tenure of the cell follows an exponential law of parameter μ i ( and μ i is strictly positive). A steady state (μ i. /α i ≤ 1).
To facilitate the generation of data for our simulations, we make the assumptions below: -The f i data rates from a cell i with mean gamma distribution and variance equal to unity. 
where k is uniformly distributed between 10 and 50, which ensures an overall surplus of 10 to 50% of the capacity of SGW compared to the data volume of the eNode B.
• All p PGW have the same capacity M 1 calculated as follows:
where k' is uniformly distributed between 10 and 50, which ensures an overall surplus of 10% to 50% of the capacity of PGW relative to the volume data from the SGW.
Experiment Plan
In order to verify the performance of our adaptation, a series of experiment was performed. Considering a network of 15 eNode B-7 SGW-5 PGW, we generated the data needed to experience using a program Matlab R2015b. The program is executed on a computer whose characteristics are: Intel ® Core™ i3-3110M CPU@2.40 GHz 2.40 GHz.
The parameters used for the simulation of our adaptation are: -Population size: 80.
-Number of generation: 45. -Crossing probability: 0.9. -Mutation probability: 0.2. -Inversion probability: 0.25.
We executed our adaptation respecting the simulation parameters set out above (Test N˚1).
The results show that the algorithm performs well because the optimum is reached in the last generation ( Figure 5 ). Figure 5 . Evolution of the optimal value over generations. Comment: We note that the process starts with a value of 1207.2 units in the first generation. This optimum undergoes an increase of 0.25% or an evaluation of 1210.2 units in the second generation from the optimum value to the first generation.
A marked improvement in the optimum value of 0.42% was observed in the third generation or an evaluation of 1205.1 units. From the third generation, the algorithm performs very well, and we get good value for the optimum in the 45 th generation of 870.2 units, an improvement of 27.79% and 27.91% compared to the optimum of the first generation. This improvement is due to the fact that only feasible solutions were chosen to form a new population.
Study of the influence of the population on the optimum value 2 nd series of experiments with a population equal to 60 chromosomes (Figure 6 ). Figure 6 . Evolution of the optimum value for a population of 60 chromosomes.
Comment:
We note that keeping the same parameters except the population size this time that equals 60 (Test N˚. 2). We obtain the optimum in the 45 th generation of a value of 942.8 units except that it is not better compared with that found previously in Figure 5 . 
We repeated this same experience to a size of the estimated population of 40 chromosomes (Test No. 3), made the observation that if the algorithm performs well but also the optimum value is degraded; an increase of 14.76% relative to the optimum test N˚ 1 of the first experiment and 5.92% relative to the optimum test N˚2 of the second experiment.
Thus, a large population ensures good exploration of the search space, which allows to have a refined optimal solution. However, a small population could lead so quickly to a good solution provided that operators are judiciously applied.
Finally, the experiments have shown that the processing time increases with a growth in population, this is probably due to the heterogeneity of the members in population.
Thus, concerning the search space, the algorithm explores the neighbourhood of each feasible solution to determine the global optimum.
Conclusion
In this article, we proposed a mathematical model to solve the problem of a mobile Long Term Evolution Advanced network planning which we have solved with the genetic algorithm in a global context by considering three sub assignments. The genetic approach we proposed provides an optimal solution after a number of generations. However, it depends on the size of the population. It is observed that the bigger the exploration space is the more we hope to have a refined solution. However, it is important to note that our approach to the design of the model excludes the interfaces defined in the architecture of control plan of an LTE-A network [12] . This aspect is a forward looking view that could integrate this model to provide a comprehensive planning.
